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Abstract—Speaking skill acquisition is a necessity for communication. However, speaking English as a foreign language is not as easy as speaking English as a first language since practice opportunities are limited. This study tried to find out a technique of reinforcement that can help students; who study English as a foreign language; develop their speaking skills. This study investigated the effect of using simulation strategy in developing EFL speaking skills, with the assistance of using a telegram channel "Oxford Bookworms Collection" for PDF books with an audio version, to stimulate pronunciation, intonation and enrich vocabulary. The researchers used a quantitative approach with an experimental design to conduct this study by involving 50 students divided into two groups. 25 students as a control group and 25 students as an experimental group; both groups were from level 3 who were learning Listening and Speaking-3 course, major English, at College of Science and Arts (Muhayil), King Khalid University. Pretest and posttest were used to collect data, results of the tests were analyzed using SPSS, Pearson correlation coefficient. The results revealed that using the simulation strategy helped the students of the experimental group to develop speaking skills and affected speaking micro-skills in terms of body language, fluency, pronunciation, intonation, grammar, and vocabulary usage positively. Moreover, students became motivated to speak spontaneously.

Index Terms—effect, simulation strategy, EFL

I. INTRODUCTION

Since Adam's creation, children imitate their parents and people around them, copying their attitude, communication habits, speaking accents, body language, and even lifestyle. For communication, people use two methods of production, speaking and writing. Both skills are important, but speaking is more important for daily life. When people speak using their mother tongue, it is an easy task for them, as they are familiar to all factors that are associated with their language production.

Even Arab people who immigrated to European countries excel in English language and gain the accent of the people of those countries due to imitation of the people around them.

Speaking a mother tongue is not a problem. Since birth, everything around the speaker supports and helps develop speaking skills; children imitate their family members in speaking accent, tone, and body language. In other words, speaking mother tongue language is a kind of simulation to family members speaking habits and style. Simulation, according to Longman dictionary, is:

"the activity of producing conditions which are similar to real ones, especially to test something or the conditions that are produced."

But speaking a foreign language is not similar to speaking a mother tongue language; foreign language macro and micro-skills exposure need time and ability to connect them together in order to come out with correct phrases that reflect speaker’s thoughts in a right way without interfering with their mother tongue rules. Shumin, K. (2002) stated that foreign language learning requires students to know how native speakers use the language in the context of structured interpersonal exchange, more than just knowing grammatical and semantic rules. He pointed out factors that affect adult learners’ oral communication, such as the difficulties that face learners to use the language in social interactions. Using the right paralinguistic elements of speech like pitch, stress, and intonation or using other speaking skills that helped to convey the message while speaking, such: as gestures and body language/posture, facial expression.

Requirement associated with learning EFL mentioned by Shuimin cannot be done in Saudi Arabia, especially using the language in social interactions as the only place for the students to practice their EFL speaking skills is inside the classroom, following their teacher's instruction and simulating his/her pronunciation, intonation and body language in a fixed time, hardly enough to overcome the barriers that students face to speak spontaneously. Learning EFL in Saudi Arabia depends on lessons taken in the class with few supplementally exercises for practice. Speaking is regarded the most challenging skill for the students, they always avoid speaking in the class fearing mistakes or being a source of fun.
in front of their mates. Pradeep K. et al. (2020) identified that anxiety plays a major role in public speaking skills which can be overcome with a few simple strategies. Another factor that affects speaking skills is the time devoted to speaking skills practice is not enough to develop such important skill that learners need for everyday communication. Simulation can be one of these strategies that help to overcome anxiety.

Richards, J., & Renandya, W. (2002) pointed that the highest percentage of learners in the whole world learn English to develop speaking proficiency, he illustrated how speaking a second or foreign language is a complex task. Speakers need speaking proficiency for different purposes such as: to establish rapport in conversations and requests, to chat with friends, for discussion, for persuading, for complaining... etc. They pointed that linguists have provided information on speakers’ usage of the language in different situation, and how to develop spoken fluency in a second or foreign language by clarifying the complex issues accompanied in developing spoken fluency.

It is the teacher responsibility to use the suitable method or techniques that suitable to help his/ her students develop their skills and achieve their pedagogical goal. Using the right teaching method or techniques is always the concern of teachers of (EFL) for a long time. They always try to enhance students to learning using all available supportive techniques to motivate students and decrease their anxiety towards learning.

Jones, R. (2002) pointed how the development of teaching methods affected pronunciation and revealed that today's activities are similar to the audiolingual text in 1950s, which leads to uncommunicative results in spite of the change of pronunciation teaching materials.

Many techniques and methods are used to develop speaking skills. In the past, the Audio Lingual Method is used to develop speaking for communication during the Second world War. But its drawbacks resulted in the appearance of other methods and techniques such as the Community Language learning and Communicative Language Teaching, which aimed at developing learners’ speaking skills for communication. The problem that faces most educators in Arab countries is the lack of speaking practice. Students have no place to practice speaking except the class where most of them are reluctant to be active in dialogue and conversation inside the class fearing mistakes or being a source of ridicule for their mates which leads to students’ anxiety.

So, using simulation may help to overcome these factors such as anxiety and make speaking an enjoyable task. Using simulation can help students practice their correct production of words’ tone and accents. It can also help them develop their speaking skills by having a model for rehearsing different types of conversation, besides the confidence the students can gain by practice.

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

As speaking skill is essential for everyday communication, the objective of this study is to find the effect of using simulation in developing English language speaking skill in terms of:

   a- Body language and fluency.
   b- Content and information sequence.
   c- Pronunciation, intonation, grammar, and vocabulary usage.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

The four skills of English language are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Listening and reading are the input skills, while speaking and writing are the output skills. Nunan, D. (2002) claimed listening and reading are secondary skills for most people who want to learn a second language. Still, he pointed that listening is the cinderella skill in a second language, is associated with its elder sister, speaking. Being able to talk and write is a sign of claiming knowledge of a second or foreign language.

McCaugley, S., & Christiansen, M. (2019) stated that language acquisition usage is a computational model of language acquisition studies in moral growth fashion, based on chunking using online processing, to offer cross-linguistic coverage through merging comprehension aspects and production in a single framework.

Teaching speaking is not an easy task. It needs a lot of preparation to motivate students to speak spontaneously. McCarthy, M., and O’Keeffe, A. (2004) pointed six main areas relevant to the teaching of speaking: (1) spoken corpora influence growth, whether native speaker or non-native speaker, as it is based on data or successful user data / expert (2) the debates concerning native speaker (NS) and non-native speaker (NNS) models for spoken pedagogy which is clear in shifted shifts in methodology toward language-awareness-based approaches, as well as new materials based on lexicogrammatically and discoursal corpus evidence (3) the issue of authenticity in spoken materials, (4) approaches to understanding speaking in the classroom, including discourse analysis, conversation analysis, cognitive approaches, and the Vygotskian perspective (5) the selection of texts and aspects of spoken language for the teaching of speaking and it is application, and (6) developments in materials and methods for the teaching of speaking.

Teaching methods and techniques of English language are in continuous development to meet the pedagogical requirement that aim at developing the four English skills. When the Audio-Lingual Method ALM appeared, it aimed at developing speaking skills. Repetition of dialogues was a kind of simulation. Freeman, D. & Anderson (2011) revealed that, the ALM aimed at helping communicate using stimuli to help students overcome habits of their native language to communicate using the target language through reinforcement and shaping learners to respond correctly to stimuli.
One of the drawbacks of the ALM is that it turned learners to parrots, contributing little to the development of language competence, and resulting in the introduction of other methods and techniques such as the Communicative Language Learning and the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT). Freeman and Anderson (ibid) pointed that CLT helped learners overcome their negative feeling during learning, and develop it to positive energy to reinforce their learning to have communicative competence which is the goal of most language teaching methods.

Speaking is one of the most important ways to convey a message to a person or a group of people, Hebert, J. (2002) pointed out that speaking message are expressed through different language features such as: pitch variation and volume, stress and rhythm, intonation, so it is vital to learn phonology in context not separately, this beside content, grammar, structure, lexical items function skills, methodology and materials related to phonology, to speak effectively you need to be proficient in different element learned in language using various activities. Hamad (2013) points that students fear speaking in the class, and the classroom activities lack activities that support speaking, such as debates and roleplay. Hamad (2017) added that WhatsApp enhanced and helped students learning and develop their English language skills. Oflaz, A. (2019) indicated that language learning strategies affected academic achievement positively, he pointed that when shyness raises speaking anxiety appear; however, both shyness and anxiety can be relieved by learning strategies. Hamad & Metwally (2019) highlighted that technology helped to promote teaching and learning, it also enhanced students’ interaction skills students and help to overcome time and other learning problems that limit students' interaction. Maulina, Utami, et al. (2019) pointed out that using Sparkol VideoScribe in learning English in particular writing and speaking activities has a positive effect and helps students be attentive during learning. Laura & Amparo (2019) reveal that simulation-based instruction contributes in developing oral language production and develop students micro skills such as grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary. ML. Angelini & A. Garcia-Carbonell (2019) pointed how simulation helped students to progress in oral presentation, pronunciation, expression usage, using the correct grammar and speech fluency, showing that using simulation enhanced the students to research, learn, debate, negotiate, set forth proposals and make decisions. Hwang, et al. (2014) reveal that using activities on mobile learning system developed students speaking and listening skills and motivate students learning according to their proficiency levels. Al-Sobhi1 B & Preece A (2018) pointed that lack of teaching resources hinder teachers’ abilities to develop students speaking skills, and on the students’ side, he emphasized that overuse of Arabic beside students’ lack of linguistic knowledge and confidence cause student’s low performance. Arunget et al. (2020) discussed that sense of liking, which they called it "Preferential Learning Theory" affects students speaking performance, they revealed that students can learn without rules and formal training. In other words, students can learn in unpredictable ways without any regulations and an informal self-evaluation. This application helped to sustain speaking skills when the students learn in their preferred ways. Vitthal, G. (2010) explained some of the techniques which can be used in training institutions and the higher education pedagogy for developing speaking skills and improving language fluency such as: self-introduction activity, one-minute sessions, asking questions, giving directions, reading newspaper loudly, roleplay and simulation, situational dialogues, debates and group discussion Yeşilçınar, S. (2019) revealed that using flipped learning approach enhanced students speaking skills, and increased their motivation and satisfaction with flipped classroom model, it can be a reference to design oral skills of English Foreign Language.

Saeed, Anmar H. (2017) suggested three controlled steps or stages to develop pronunciation and speaking fluency: 1. Repetition (mechanical stage) 2. Substitution activities (meaningful choices of items) 3. Communicative practice (using language within real). Hwang, W. Y et al. (2016) finding suggested that storytelling activity depends on story animations improved speaking skills, and developed learning achievement in final test, adding that it could help students to recall vocabulary when speaking to describe their animated stories. Essa, H. M. S. (2019) revealed that Digital Story Telling not only motivated learners to speak English but also helped them develop their speaking skills. Digital Story Telling can assist teachers in Saudi Arabia in creating a conducive atmosphere in their classes.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

A quantitative experimental design was used to conduct this study to find out the effect of using simulation in developing learners English Foreign Language speaking skill. This is done by teaching two groups using the same method for 6 weeks, then taking a pretest, results were compared. Then one group is conducted using the same method, and the second group is taught by using simulation. In week 15, both groups took posttests; their results were coded and analyzed using SPSS.

B. Participants

The population of this study were students at College of Science & Arts Muhayil, King Khalid University. The participants of this study were 50 students studying major English at level 3. Students were divided in two sections. 25students in each section who have already learned two courses of listening and speaking. They were studying Listening and Speaking 3 in the 1st semester of the Academic year 1440-1441

C. Instrument of the Study
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Speaking pretest and speaking posttest were used as instruments to collect data. Both sections; the control group and the experimental group; took the two tests. The tests tested different speaking skills such as: body language, fluency, pronunciation, intonation, grammar, vocabulary usage, content, and information sequence.

Reliability and Validity of the Test

To check the reliability and the validity of the test, the researchers used: Cronbach's Alpha, Spearman and Brown. The results demonstrate proved the validity of the test. See Table .1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF PRETESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cronbach's Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>0.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in the table above display positive indicator. The validity and the reliability results qualify tests to be applied on the population of this study.

In order to ensure homogeneity between the experimental and control groups in the achievement level of Listening and Speaking-3 course, the scores of the experimental and control groups were monitored in the pretest before implementing the experiment on the sample members.

Independent Sample t-test was applied to identify any significant differences between the two groups. See Table .2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>THE HOMOGENEITY BETWEEN THE CONTROL AND THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IN THE PRETEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>7.5400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>6.9400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from the Table .2 that "t" value (1.511) and (2-tailed) value (.137) which is insignificant at reality of (.05 ) which means there is no significant statistical difference between the two groups, and reflecting the homogeneity between the experimental and control groups.

D. Study Design

Two sections of students are the participants of this study. Both sections are studying major English level 3. One section is used as a control group and the second is used as experimental group. Both sections were taught using traditional strategies of teaching listening and speaking using roleplay, free discussion, pair work and groupwork to help students speak after listening to the audio tracks for six weeks. The two groups sat for the pretest. After that the control group continued learning with a traditional strategy, but the experimental group was taught using simulation strategy. 10 minutes at the end of each lecture is used to display the PDF book “Jane Eyre” with the projector associated with audio for the story picked from “bookworm collection, telegram channel”. Some students practiced reading paragraphs imitating the narrator and the speakers in the story, trying to copy accent and intonation using their body language. Students used to listen to the story on their way to college. In week 12, students of the two groups took the same posttest. A speaking assessment sheet was designed to test students' speaking skill for both pretest and posttest testing three terms:

1- Body language and fluency. (3marks)
2- Content and information sequence. (4 marks)
3- Pronunciation, intonation, grammar, and vocabulary usage. (3marks)

The results of the two tests are analyzed to find out the effect of using simulation in developing English language speaking skill.
V. STATISTICAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

After the sixth weeks from the pretest, and displaying the audio stories in the class for ten minutes in each lecture of 60 minutes, students sat for a posttest. Results of the post-test for the two groups were analyzed using SPSS to find out the effectiveness of using simulation in developing English language speaking skill in term of a- Body language and fluency. b-Content and information sequence. c-pronunciation, intonation, grammar, and vocabulary usage.

To compare using simulation strategy on students’ achievement of the experimental group, to using the traditional strategy on the control group, the researcher applied a (t) test to find the average of the two independent groups in terms of "Body language and fluency". Table .3 illustrates the results of this procedure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Statistics</th>
<th>Group Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental</strong></td>
<td>Mean: 2.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation: 0.4847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t: 2.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controlled</strong></td>
<td>Mean: 2.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation: 0.57735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeing Table .3 above, it is clear from the results that the value of (t) calculated (3.777) with a degree of freedom (48) and a probability value (0.000), which means that there are statistically significant differences between using the simulation strategy and the traditional strategy on students' achievement of speaking skill in term of body language and fluency, results are in favour of the experimental group that learned by using simulation strategy at level of (0.05) .
To find the difference between the two independent groups’ achievement in speaking skill in terms of “content and information sequence” after using simulation strategy, the researchers applied a (t) test to find the average of the two independent groups. Table 4 illustrates the results of this procedure:

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>reality Of 0.05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>3.800</td>
<td>.52599</td>
<td>1.498</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.141</td>
<td>insignificant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>3.140</td>
<td>.60415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeing Table 4 above, it is clear from the results that the value of (t) was calculated (1.498) with a degree of freedom (48) and a probability value (.141), which means the results are statistically insignificant at reality level of (0.05). Hence there are no clear differences between using the simulation strategy and the traditional strategy on students’ achievement of speaking skill in terms of content and information sequence significance.

Inspecting difference between the two independent groups’ achievement in speaking skill in terms of “pronunciation, intonation, grammar and vocabulary usage” after using simulation strategy and the traditional strategy, the researchers applied a (t) test to calculate the average of the two independent groups. Table 5 illustrates the results of this procedure:

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>reality Of 0.05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>2.620</td>
<td>.48477</td>
<td>2.122</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>2.300</td>
<td>.57735</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeing Table 5 above, it is clear from the results that the value of (t) came to be (2.122) with a degree of freedom (48) and a probability value (.039), which means that the results are significant. There are statistical differences between using the simulation strategy and the traditional strategy on students’ achievement of speaking skills in terms of pronunciation, intonation, grammar and vocabulary usage. The results are in favour of the experimental group taught by using simulation strategy at a reality level of (0.05).

To find the difference between the two independent groups’ achievement in speaking skill in total results of the students covering the three terms: a-body language and fluency, b-content and information sequence, c. pronunciation, intonation, grammar, and vocabulary usage; after using simulation and traditional strategies, the researchers applied a (t) test to find the average of the two independent groups in total. Table 6 illustrates the results of this procedure:

**Table 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>reality Of 0.05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>8.280</td>
<td>1.04163</td>
<td>2.027</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>7.540</td>
<td>1.49944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at table 6 above, it is clear from the results that the value of (t) calculated (2.027) with a degree of freedom (48) and a probability value (.048), which means that there are statistically significant differences between using the simulation strategy and the traditional strategy on students’ achievement of speaking skill in total. Results are in favour of the experimental group which was taught by using the simulation strategy at a reality level of (0.05).

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Speaking English as a foreign language in a fluent way is regarded the biggest challenge that faces Arab learners. This study was conducted to find the effect of using simulation on Arab learners EFL speaking micro skills such as: pronunciation, intonation, grammar, using of vocabulary and fluency. Researchers of this study tried to do that by using audio tracks embedded with a PDF transcript of *Jane Eyre* story of 11 chapters. It was downloaded from Oxford Book Worms -Telegram Channel, as mentioned in the study design.
The results of the analysis proved that listening to audios while following up the transcript developed students' speaking skill achievements of the experimental group, as their results were better than those of the control group in terms of using body language, intonation, accent and fluency.

Coping the narrator and characters of the story in tone, accent and intonation is a kind of simulation to the story-speakers. Simulation helped students produce similar speaking model of sadness, happiness, etc. whenever they come across similar situation. This solved the problem of students' little practice opportunity to speaking in class. Simulation here served as backbone for correct speaking production, beside the students' high motivation which was observed during listening and simulating speakers of the story-audio within students own time, this action became a self-introduction activity, as Vitthal ,G. (2010) pointed. This finding also supports results of Hamad (2013) and Hamad (2017) which show that roleplay helped to develop speaking and using telegram channel here enhanced students' listening and speaking skills. Using simulation can be an active technological strategy to promote teaching as Hamad & Metwally (2019) pointed. Simulation using technology can be a helpful teaching strategy to decrease students' anxiety and develop speaking skill as also Oflaz, A. (2019), Maulina, Utami, et al. (2019) and Vitthal ,G. (2010) pointed.

Comparing students results analysis of the two groups, the experimental group and the control group regarding the effect of simulation on content and information sequence while speaking "see table 4" after taking posttest showed that, there was no different between the students in both group in choosing content and information sequence in their speech.

Pronunciation, intonation, grammar, and vocabulary usage constituted the third part in the assessment sheet of the students' speaking tests. The results proved that students' development in pronunciation, intonation, grammar and vocabulary usage were in favour of the experimental group who learned with simulation strategy. So simulation can be used as a teaching strategy to affect students speaking skill positively, this beside having the telegram channel in students mobile phones increased students chance of listening, practice and repetition which later developed their speaking proficiency level. as Hwang, et al. (2014) revealed. Finding also agreed with Saeed, Anmar three suggested controlled steps or stages for developing pronunciation, and Laura and Amparo (2019) who pointed that simulation - based instruction contributes in developing oral production.

Comparing speaking total results in the assessment sheet of the two groups were in favour of the experimental group. Students who learned using simulation strategy got higher marks, that reflected the positive influence of simulation on students speaking skills. Simulation usage reinforced students' fondness to listening and then speaking as well, so results showed how these two skills can be posted by using simulation strategy.

When educators solve students' preference, their interest will be posted, and when students' interest is posted then their learning outcomes can be achieved. Students' freedom to access and read different books according to their preference motivated and helped them learn better as Arung, et al. (2020) discussed. Results also agreed with Eissa, H. M. S. (2019) and Hwang, W. Y et al (2016) regarding the use of stories in developing speaking skill. Having different materials with easy access helped the students to relisten to the story as many times as they need, till they are satisfied, this also agreed with Saeed, Anmar H. (2017) steps.

VII. CONCLUSION

Speaking EFL is the most important skill for communication, simulation can help to develop students speaking skill in terms of body language and fluency, pronunciation, intonation, grammar and vocabulary usage. In general it affected speaking skill positively, and can be an adapted strategy to Audio-Lingual Method. Making use of the advantages of Audio-Lingual Method and overcoming all its drawbacks. Using the assistance of technology and phone Apps, helped the students to overcome their low practice opportunities and enhanced their learning.

Using simulation will help educators introduce other strategies that can develop EFL different skills in general and speaking skill in specific. Simulation motivated students to develop their speaking skills that suit their interests and decrease anxiety associated with speaking practice. It also made the students able to overcome their first language habbit. Simulation helped to fill all gaps related to teaching speaking skills as EFL.
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